In this paper a preliminary work towards grounded 
Introduction
Although many applications have been reported to address automatic object recognition under constrained conditions, such as controlled illuminations or hackgrounds, it's still an open problem waiting for new efforts especially in unconstrained environments since it's usually crucial premise for real applications concerning symbol grounding [4] and image understanding. It also fits our project, CARL, which aims to contribute to the development of intelligent service robots. The results of this project include a prototype of an intelligent service robot, called Carl', which can execute such tasks as serving food in a reception or acting as a host in an As it can be found in these robothuman interactions, object recognition is the fist step of concept learning. As a dimensionality reduction and feature transformation method, wavelet transform runs faster (in time complexity of O(n)) than such methods as Principle Component Analysis, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Factor Analysis or DCT / Blocked DCT. This is very crucial, especially in (near) real-time applications. In the context of object detection and recognition, the wavelet transform is believed to be good at localizing edges and other anomalies. In OUT work, wavelet transform not only serves for image representation, but also for dimension reduction. The simplest and fastest wavelet transforms, Haar wavelet transform, is used in the work reported below.
There are already several applications applying Haar wavelet into object detection and recognition. In [6], a "overcomplete dictionary" of Haar wavelet basis functions, used in characterizing the specific object classes, is learned &om the class instances, based on an empirical statistical analysis. Then the class model is learned from these selected basis functions by support vector machines (SVMs). In [14] , to detect vehicles on road, a 5 level Haar wavelet is applied on the detected vehicle candidate and all coefficients except those in the HH subband of the first level transform are directly used as input to SVMs and thus a decision is given.
There are also some approaches using some simple but informative features extracted from wavelet space. , A major advantage of extracting and using a subset of features from wavelet space is to speed up learning processes. For the near real-time requirement in our project, we only use standard Erst order statistical features such as mean value, energy and variance of each wavelet subband. We call them "intra-bans' information. Here we present an approach for indoor object recognition using this intra-band information. Unlike experiments carried out in [2, 31, we use unconstrained images of objects in a normal office. The experimental results show that these features work quite well in our application to recognize the instances of indoor objects. As we may notice, there is a semantic gap between the features extracted by the robot fiom the samples and concepts of the objects in those samples. Since these concepts are semantic terms used by humans to identify them, we hope the direct integration of the human user into the leaming process of the robot can address this problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed approach is described in Section 2. The Haar wavelet theory is briefly presented in Section 3 . Feature extraction from wavelet space is provided in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiments and obtained results. Comparison with our previous work is also presented in this section. Some discussion and future work is provided in Section 6 and in Section 7 conclusions are given.
System Overview
On-line lifelong learning in robotics has seldom been described. Moreover, a few known systems demonstrating on-line learning, still are mostly limited to subsymbolic learning andor don't address the grounding problem. In contrast, we are extending Carl's learning capabilities in order to support grounding of natural language concepts for human-robot interation. Currently, the focus is on visually recognizing indoor objects, such as "person", Generally speaking, robot learning should be seen as a lifelong process [S, 91. The focus is to assign robots a kind of capability to self-development with rich sensory-motor skills and minimal initial knowledge, rather than to assign robots rich knowledge for task solving in advance. See [ l l , 151 for more details. After the construction phase, a lifelong learning process starts. The robots can leam new skills, explore environments themselves or under the guidance from human interactants. '', "Trash Can" and "Triangle Sign" respectively (re-sized her) .
"trash can" or "triangle sign". Figure 1 shows images containing instances of these concepts. Figure 2 provides the overview of our approach. The idea is that, when Carl meets an obstacle, he may ask, e.g.:
"Is ihis a person?"
Based on the obtained answer ryes" or "no") and the visual information, Carl may store a labeled example. A collection of labeled examples like this will enable it to induce the concept of "person". The approach, therefore, consists of enabling Carl to manage incrementally and concurrently multiple learning problems through a learning server, called LLL [8]. We are currently using a 3-level Haar transform as the basis for obtaining an informative subset of the huge vision space that improves learning performance.
As far as communication with human instructors is concerned, Carl is able to. enter a spoken language conversation with a human user in English. Speech recognition is currently based 'on NUANCE. The recognition grammar being used is able to accept over 12000 different sentences [7,9]. We can formalize the notion of a multiresolution analysis as a nesting of the spanned subspaces:
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The subspace VJ" can define fmer details than the subspace g. That means, elements in VJ are also elements of V'", but V'? may contain important information not contained in V', the finer details. We can use a scaling function and its dilation and translation to construct such a multiresolution analysis
what we use is the simplest Haar wavelet. Its I-D scaling function is defined as l,o 2 x < 1 0, otherwise 4(x) = (3) Next, to describe the finer details, we can define subspace W' which is the orthogonal complement of two consecutive subspaces V' and 9'. That is, VJ"=V' 0 WJ.
W' is what we called wavelet subspace and it's %e subspace of "details" in increasing refinements from V' to V'". The wavelet space is spanned by basis functions, as follows: V', (i=O, 1, 2.. 
.).
Similarly,those details images define the wavelet spaces W' o=O, 1, 2 . . .). Figure 3 shows the Haar transform of an image containing a trash can (colour, contrast and brightness have been changed in order make more visible the result of the transform).
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Figure 3. A I-level Haar wavelet transform
In this work, a 3-level Haar wavelet transform is used. This means that the approximation band of the first transform is transformed again, and the same procedure is repeated once more. There are totally IO subbands produced 60m one image after transform. The final set of bands is illustrated in Figure 4. i 9 A set of 156 images was collected for the experiments in different times but in the same room. Each image can contain none or several instances of those concepts, in arbitrary positions and orientations in a normal office environment. Instances of persons are, actually, feet of persons, because of the hardware limit. Table 11 shows the composition ofthe data set we used.
For simplicity and repeatability of the experiment, a client simulator program was used instead of the central , manager of Carl. In the learning session, a pre-defined number of images are only used to leam some initial knowledge. For each of the first 40 images, the following is done: The remaining images are used both for training and evaluation. For each image after the 40-h the currently learned knowledge is firstly applied to it in order to detect persons, trash cans and triangle signs in it. The prediction of LLL is compared to the answers &om the teacher and success or failure is recorded. Then, the feedback and the extracted features are sent to LLL to be used as new training example. This training and evaluation procedure was repeated for increasing time intervals between consecutive examples. These intervals are also covered by the delay of human-robot natural language interaction.
When classifying an unseen image, both the best MLP obtained so far and the current MLP folds of crossvalidation are used. In the second case, the classification is determined by simple voting of the MLP folds. Table  I11 shows average results for the three objects obtained by using the coefficients in the LL subband of the third level
Haar transform (band 0 in Figure 4) . All 300 coefficients in this subband are used. Results are given for increasing time intervals between consecutive examples sent to LLL. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the evolution of the performance over the three problems as previously unseen images are classified and then added to the server database. The x-axis in these three figures is the number of samples.
Here it goes up to 116. These diagrams are taken kom the thud experiment (third line of Table 1V ). It can be clearly seen, especially from Figure 5 and Figure 6 , that the incremental introduction of new samples can lead to the steadily increase of the accuracy of visual object recognition. These results are quite acceptable given the fact that the collected images contain the objects in a great variety of positions and scales. 6 Discussion and future work
One issue that should be considered in online learning research is how to evaluate the performance of the leaniing algorithm. Traditionally, a (one-step) learning algorithm is evaluated using a part of the sample set that is not used in its training session. But for a lifelong learning algorithm this is very difficult because: i) when the learning session starts, it can't be interrupted; ii) the samples are collected online, so it's not possible to predivide the samples for training and evaluating respectively. So we use some predefined number of samples only used for training, and after this, each sample is firstly evaluated by currently leamed knowledge;,aod then used as new training sample.
